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Palmetto Medical Research Associates
continues to make mark in research
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I

n a time when
businesses, small and
large, have struggled,
Palmetto Medical Research
Associates has been
blessed with growth and
development.
Gary Clemons opened
Palmetto Medical Research
Associates in 2008 and
since that time, it has been
one of the fastest growing
businesses in Easley.

In 2009, the office expanded
with a new building that better
suited the needs of a medical
research facility: it has all
the necessary equipment
and staff to conduct clinical
trials on multiple medical
conditions.
Palmetto Medical Research
is recognized by multiple
pharmaceutical companies
as a top rated research
center and is constantly being
recruited to conduct new
studies. This allows them to
select the best studies to fit
the needs of patients.

“The health of our patients
is our top priority here at
Palmetto Medical Research,”
Clemons said in a previous
article. “We provide them with
quality care throughout the
clinical trial at no cost. This
may include investigational
medications, blood work,
EKGs, and physicals. They
also receive compensation for
time and travel at each study
visit.”
The staff at Palmetto Medical
Research Associates
in Easley work with
pharmaceutical companies to
find what medications work
best. They are always happy
to answer any questions
regarding asthma.
“We strive to maintain a
friendly and comfortable
atmosphere where our
patients are able to relax,”
he added. “Many of our
patients have participated in
multiple studies with us since
2008, and in doing so, have
become part of the Palmetto

Palmetto Medical Research is recognized by
multiple pharmaceutical companies as a top rated
research center and is constantly being recruited
to conduct new studies. This allows them to select
the best studies to ﬁt the needs of patients.
Medical Research family. We
value our patients immensely
at Palmetto Medical
Research and hope that we
can continue to provide new
studies that fit their needs.”

Asthma is a life-long condition
that restricts the ability to
breathe. The airway of an
individual with asthma tends
to be inﬂamed and red,
making it hard to move air in
and out of the lungs.
Asthma can start at any age.
Sometimes people have
asthma when they are very
young and as their lungs

develop, the symptoms go
away.

But there is a possibility
it will come back later in
life. Sometimes people get
asthma for the first time when
they are older.
People who suffer from
asthma have triggers that
cause them to have an
asthma attack or episode.
Some of the common triggers
are cold weather, pollen, pet
dander, a chemical, smoke,
or dust.
Once a trigger is inhaled into

the
airway, the airways
begin to create more mucous
and constrict, making it
difficult to move air. Asthma
has no cure but the good
news is that with proper
management – which often
requires medication — it can
be controlled.

Palmetto
Medical Research
Associates is
located at 201 S. B
St. in Easley. They are open
from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday

People who
suffer from
asthma have
triggers
that cause
them to have
an asthma
attack or
episode.
Some of the
common
triggers are
cold weather,
pollen, pet
dander, a
chemical,
smoke, or
dust.

through Thursday and from
8 a.m. to noon on Fridays.
They can be reached at 864307-1300.
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Living longer and seeing better

C

arol Bridges is a young-at-heart
American who has chosen to forgo
retirement and continue working
part-time. As a dental hygienist in Pickens, she
depends on good vision to perform her work.
So when she started to notice colors dimming
and driving becoming more difficult, she
booked an eye exam at Clemson Eye, 15
Southern Court in Easley.

After her exam, her eye doctor, Dr. Joe Parisi,
confirmed she had cataracts. After discussing
all the options with him, Bridges chose laser
assisted cataract surgery with an advanced
multifocal lens implant.
“I work at close range all day long,” Bridges
said. “The laser surgery with the multifocal
lens, the ReSTOR lens, has changed my life.
It’s made my work so much easier. I don’t
have to bother with glasses anymore. It’s
wonderful.”

Traditional cataract surgery, where a basic
monofocal lens is implanted, clears the vision
at a single focal point, said Dr. Brian Johnson,
the eye surgeon at Clemson Eye’s Easley
clinic.
“Unlike an advanced lens implant, it can’t
correct astigmatism, presbyopia and other

“Laser surgery with
the multifocal lens has
changed my life. It’s made
my work so much easier.”
— Carol Bridges,
dental hygienist and
Clemson Eye patient
vision problems. This means if you wore
glasses before your cataract surgery, you’ll still
need them afterward,” Johnson said.
Cataract surgery has changed by leaps and
bounds as the technology itself has advanced
over the years, which helps take some of the
fear out of the procedure.
“Recent advances in laser cataract surgery
and the types of advanced lens implants
available have taken cataract surgery to a
whole new level,” said Johnson. “Through

As we age, vision becomes more of a challenge for a greater number of us. Cataracts
are often the culprit and make small tasks, such as working on a puzzle, difﬁcult. Left
See VISION | 5 untreated, cataracts can lead to blindness.

Hospice of the Upstate
Hospice of the Upstate has
been providing exceptional,
quality care and serving
Upstate South Carolina and
Northeast Georgia since 1988.

 Doctors, Nurses, Social Workers,
and Certified Nursing Assistants
providing comfort care in your
home

 Ordained Minsters of many
faiths offering Spiritual Care

 Comprehensive Bereavement
Home Care &
Rainey Hospice House
1835 Rogers Road
Anderson, SC 29621
864. 224.3358 or
1.800.261.8636

Services offering grief support
following a loss

 The Rainey Hospice House, a 31
bed inpatient facility set among
beautiful landscaped gardens

www.hospiceoftheupstate.com

00737527
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VISION, Continued from 4
these innovations, we are
able to deliver excellent visual
outcomes for our cataract
patients and eliminate — or
drastically reduce — their need
for eyeglasses.”

Cataracts, the leading cause of
vision loss in the United States,
are the clouding of the natural
eye lens that affects about 22
million Americans over the age
of 40. Left untreated, cataracts
can lead to blindness.
And the older you become, the
higher your chance of getting
cataracts: 42 percent of those
ages 52 to 64 have cataracts
but that number jumps to 60
percent for those ages 65 to
74. By age 80, more than 90
percent of Americans will have
a cataract.
Good News, Bad News

Life expectancy in the United
States has been increasing
steadily over the past century.
In the early 1900s, there were

3 million Americans older than
65. Today, that number is
approximately 35 million or 13
percent of the population.
So if the good news is we are
living longer, the bad news is
many Americans are working
longer than expected, too.
There are many reasons for
this:
• Fear they’ll outlive their
retirement savings.

• Many people enjoy their
careers and prefer to remain in
them, or start a new one.

• Some prefer remaining at work
to the possibility of being bored
at home.
But as we age, vision becomes
more of a challenge for a
greater number of us. Cataracts
are often the culprit.
Surgery is the only known
treatment for cataracts, and
two things happen during the
surgery. Your clouded lens
is removed and an artificial
intraocular lens is implanted.
The lens requires no care and
simply becomes a permanent

part of your eye. You don’t see
or feel the new lens implant.
Cataract surgery, a 15-minute
outpatient procedure, is one of
the safest and most commonly
performed surgeries in the
United States.
What about the cost?

Eye exams and basic cataract
surgery are covered by most
insurance plans. Laser assisted
cataract surgery and advanced
lens implants, however, require
an additional payment. Clemson
Eye patients have the option
of 24-month, zero percent
payment plans.
Whether you opt for traditional
cataract surgery, or bladeless
laser cataract surgery with
advanced lens implants,
experience shows better vision
improves your quality of life,
optimism, safety from falls and
driving accidents, and overall
independence.
Clemson Eye is located at
15 Southern Center Court in
Easley. The phone number is
864-855-6800.

Eye exams can reveal
more than vision trouble

M

ore evidence points to the
importance of routine eye
exams, not only to pinpoint
potential conditions of the eye, but
also to serve as windows to diseases
that affect the entire body. Now more
than ever it is essential to make and
keep annual eye exams, as they can
help to reveal the first signs of serious
ailments.
Doctors from around the world say
dozens of diseases — from certain
cancers to arthritis to high blood
pressure — can show symptoms
in the eye. Under the watchful
and knowing gaze of an eyecare
professional, individuals can get
early diagnosis and begin treatment
promptly.

According to Dr. Roy Chuck, chair
of the Department of Ophthalmology
and Visual Sciences at Albert Einstein
College of Medicine and Montefiore

Medical Center, there are many
systemic diseases that can be seen in
the eye. In addition to the conditions
mentioned, jaundice can indicate liver
disease while retinal detachment and
bleeding in new blood vessels may
indicate hypertension. By looking at
the color of the cornea, some doctors
can tell if a patient has elevated
levels of cholesterol. Many people
have had their eye doctors be the first
healthcare professional to detect the
presence of their diabetes.

If an ophthalmologist suspects an
underlying medical condition, he or
she will likely refer men and women to
their primary care doctors for a more
thorough examination.
Going to the eye doctor can do more
than ensure your vision is sharp. It’s
a life-saving decision for many people
who have major health conditions
diagnosed through the eyes.

We have specialized programs for active older adults!
Programs
include:
• Silver Sneaker
Program:
promotes flexibility,
balance, coordination
and social interaction.

Fast & Fresh
Lunch Specials

• Indoor Walking Track

Enjoy a wholesome and satisfying lunch served on the double to fit your busy schedule.
All of our Salads and Desserts are made fresh at the Café

• Water Aerobics

Daily
Lunch
Specials

• Zumba Gold
• Walk with Ease:
Arthritis Exercise

8220 Jollystreet Rd
Newberry, SC 29108
(803) 276-9936
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$

50

• pressed panini
• Gluten Free Products;
• deli-style sandwiches Vegetarian and
• homemade soups
Vegan Selections.
• signature salads
• Farm to Table Selections
• grilled entrees
• quiche

Open Daily

Breakfast, Lunch and Dinner

The Starving Artist
00757284

114 NW Main Street | Easley, SC 29640
864.644.8450 | www.starving-artist-cafe.com

00740110
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Dating after 50

S

weaty palms, heart palpitations and nervousness
are common first date symptoms. Many people can
remember the feelings of excitement and fear they
felt the first time they went out on a date as a teenager. But
those who find themselves back in the dating pool as mature
adults quickly learn that dating jitters still may be present even
after all this time.
Recent data from the U.S. Census Bureau finds that those
over the age of 50 are now divorcing at double the rate of
younger people. Loss of a spouse is another reason the over
50 crowd may once again be dabbling in dating.
Recent reports say that 40 percent of online daters today
are over the age of 50. Successfully navigating the waters of
matchmaking sites or old-fashioned meet-and-greets means
reacquainting oneself with a few handy tips.

• Don’t open up with your extended history. Older daters
have more life experiences and potentially a greater number of
past relationships. Recognize that you both may bring former
spouses and even children to the table, but don’t feel the need
to delve into all of your adventures (or misadventures) on the
first date. Early dates are not for setting the entire course of
your relationship. They’re for getting acquainted and seeing
if this is a relationship you want to continue. Getting too
personal right off the bat can sabotage a relationship before it
starts.
• Take it slow. There’s no need to rush anything along.
Biological clocks or perceived societal notions no longer may
be causing pressing relationship deadlines. Take the first date

How to avoid
growing bored
in retirement

• Don’t get discouraged. The person you first meet may not
be the right fit. Don’t let this turn you off of dating. The right
person may be the next one around the corner.

• Meet in public places. Many dates begin with online
conversations with the intention to meet for a physical
date later on. Always keep safety in mind when setting a
rendezvous with someone you don’t know well. Choose a
public meeting spot, such as a busy restaurant. Ask a friend
to check in on you via phone call. Consider a double-date if
you’re leery. Take your own car and meet at the date location
rather than being picked up at home.
• Wait for intimacy. It may take a while before you feel
comfortable getting intimate with someone new. This person
should respect your feelings and not pressure you into a
physical relationship until you are both ready. Also, give the
other person time to grow comfortable with intimacy.
Dating after 50 means taking chances, going slow and
exploring new relationship possibilities that make you feel
comfortable.

• Embrace a new hobby. Working professionals often say
they wish they had time to pursue a hobby. Now that you
are retired, you have all the time in the world to do just that.
Whether it’s perfecting your golf game, writing that novel,
learning to cook like a gourmet chef or whatever else you might
have always wanted to do, retirement is a great time to do it.
• Get in shape. If retirement boredom has started to
negatively affect your mood, one great way to conquer your
boredom and improve your mood at the same time is to start
exercising. Exercise is a natural mood enhancer. When the
body exercises, it releases chemicals knowns as endorphins,
which trigger positive feelings in the body. In addition, regular
exercise has been shown to reduce stress, boost self-esteem
and improve sleep. Working out at a gym also is a great way
to meet fellow retirees in your community, and the energy
you have after exercising may give you the boost you need to
pursue other hobbies.

F

• Work part-time. Though it might seem odd to start working
right after you retire, a part-time job can provide the type of
structure you have grown accustomed to without all of the

• Look for the positives. Before you decide a person is not
for you, make a note of all of his or her positive attributes.
What do you like most about him or her? Initial negativity or
doubts may stem from your fear of rejection. Be open to others
who may not fit your type.

you choose, make sure it’s something you find fun and
interesting.

rom the moment young men and women first walk into
the office for their first day as a working professional
until the day they officially retire, the notion of planning
for retirement is never far from their minds. But when the day
to hang up the briefcase and donate all those business suits
arrives, some retirees wonder what to do next. Some retirees
know exactly how they will spend their days when they no
longer have to work, while others who decide to play it by ear
may find themselves battling boredom.

For those among the latter group, it’s important to understand
that many retirees find themselves bored once they no longer
have to focus on a career. Jobs keep men and women
busy and provide a sense of purpose in their lives, so it’s
understandable that retirees feel bored once those jobs are no
longer a part of their lives. But just because you no longer have
an office to go to every day does not mean life cannot be as
fulfilling or even more fulfilling than it was when you were still
working. You just need to find something to avoid succumbing
to retirement boredom.

and any other subsequent dates at a pace that’s mutually
agreed upon. It may take several months to years before all
of your truths come out, but for now focus on having fun until
you’re both ready to share more.

Embracing a new hobby is one way for recently
retired men and women to avoid growing bored
during retirement.
responsibility that comes with a full-time career. Part-time
jobs can range from consultancy work that makes use of your
professional experience to something entirely different like
landscape maintenance at a nearby golf course that gets you
out of the house and enjoying the warmer seasons. Whichever

• Volunteer. If a part-time job is not up your alley, then
consider volunteering in your community. Volunteers are
always in demand, and volunteering with a local charity can
provide a sense of purpose and provide opportunities to
meet like-minded fellow retirees, all while helping to quell
your boredom. Retirees who love to travel can combine their
passion for volunteering with their love of travel by signing up
to work with an international relief organization that travels
abroad to help the less fortunate.
Upon retiring, many retirees initially find themselves coping
with boredom. But there are many ways to avoid the
restlessness of retirement.
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Trendy exercises
to rev up workouts

E

xercising consistently is a great way
to get healthy. For those who find
their workout routines monotonous,
switching up exercises and embracing some of
the newer, trendier fitness regimens may be a
way to maintain your momentum at the gym.

High-intensity workouts

High-intensity interval training, or HIIT, is
a concept behind some of today’s most
popular exercise programs. HIIT combines
cardiovascular and strength-training
movements into a concentrated workout
designed to keep your heart rate elevated.
HIIT workouts blend bouts of intense exercise
with either rest or low-intensity activity. These
workouts seem to promote faster weight loss
than prolonged workouts at moderate paces.
While HIIT is functional, it is not best for those
who have preexisting orthopedic injuries or
serious cardiovascular conditions. But many
people enjoy a stronger heart and improved
muscle tone from HIIT workouts.

Kettlebells

Regency Woods

These weighted cast-iron workout tools can
be an interesting addition to strength-training
workouts. But their utility does not stop there.
Using kettlebells during any physical activity
will increase the amount of fat burned and can
provide a full-body workout. Kettlebells come
in different weights, and newcomers are urged
to start out gradually and build up in weight as
they become more familiar and toned.

2061 Smith Road, Newberry, SC 29108
803-321-9708 • TTY# 1-800-735-8583

Affordable Senior Housing

Trampoline cardio

For those who want to both shake up their
workouts and lift their moods, jumping on a
trampoline can do just that. It’s difficult to be in
a bad mood when bouncing around like a kid on
a trampoline. Trampoline classes are turning up
in some upscale gyms, where each participant
has his own individual trampoline. Routines
mix in different choreography and small hand
weights to promote a fun and effective cardio
experience.

Water aerobics

Swimming isn’t the only thing you can do in a
pool. Water workouts are ideal for those with
muscle and joint pain because the buoyancy
of the water reduces stress on these areas,
while providing enough resistance for a deep
workout. Workouts may begin in chest-deep
water and progress to deeper water for added
resistance. Some gyms now offer aqua cycling
classes that combine water aerobics with
spinning.

New and unique ﬁtness regimens help
keep workouts fresh and exciting.

Dance and hip-hop classes

ZUMBA® classes have been popular for
quite some time. But many health clubs offer
additional classes that employ dance to burn
calories and tone muscles. Some gyms have
developed their own cardio-based dance
classes that get people moving to music in a
fun way. Routines are fun and fast-moving,
which may make them feel less like a workout
and more like a social event.

Recess classes

Adults who want to feel like kids again need
only to enroll in a fitness class that borrows
activities from the playgrounds of our youth.
From walking like a crab to running drills to
balance beams, these workouts take school
recess and bring it to the health club.

Apply now to spend your golden years living in
a quiet, beautifully landscaped community.
• 1 bedroom/1bath apts.
• Private, ground level porch entrances
• Kitchen appliances and water included
• Beautifully landscaped grounds
• Community room/laundry room/picnic area on premises
• Rent based on income
• 24 Hour Emergency Maintenance
• Recently voted as a Community of Quality by NAHMA
For information or a tour of our property
please call or come by
Monday - Friday between 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.

00757105
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Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease
Do you suffer from COPD or Bronchitis?

If you suffer from Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease (COPD), shortness
of breath or chronic cough, we are enrolling Adults (40 years or older), who are current
or former smokers to participate in ongoing research studies.

Qualified Participants will Receive At No Cost
 Study-Related Medical Examinations
 Study Medication
 Reimbursement for Time and Travel

For more information and to see if you qualify please call:

Palmetto Medical Research Associates, L.L.C
201 South B Street, Easley, SC 29640
Phone: 864
864--307
307--1300

